Beall Concert Hall
11:00 a.m. March 14, 2009

COMMUNITY MUSIC INSTITUTE
SUZUKI STRINGS PROGRAM

Leslie Straka, CMI director
Karin Hallberg, pedagogy director
Lillie Wells, pedagogy instructor
Nathalie Fortin, accompanist

** **
109th Season, 80th Program
PROGRAM

E String Concerto  
Marilyn O'Boyle  
Pre-Twinkle violin class

Song of the Wind  
Traditional  
Early Book I violin class

Minuet dance demonstration  
Lisa Arkin and faculty string quartet

Minuet 1  
J.S. Bach  
Mid-Late Book I violin class  
Book IV violin class

Minuet in C  
J.S. Bach  
cello class

Minuet 3  
J.S. Bach  
cello class

Musette  
J.S. Bach  
Mid-late Book II violin  
cello class

Gavotte  
Jean-Baptiste Lully  
Book II-III violin  
Book IV violin

Bourree dance demonstration  
Lisa Arkin and faculty string quartet

Bourree  
J.S. Bach  
Book IV violin class  
* * *

COMMUNITY MUSIC INSTITUTE STUDENTS

Violin
Noa Ablow Measelle  
Spencer Ahten  
Tyler Ahten  
Faolan Barrett  
Jack Benda  
Liesl Benda  
Anna Bouressa  
Nathan Bouressa  
Everett Brandt  
Sofia Bremer  
Emily Carroll  
Julia Chou  
Mikhail EllerChubb  
Emma Clarke  
Julia Daniels  
Aniele Duret  
Kyleigh Endicott  
Philip Etherington  
Ilze Frazer  
Mimi Garant  
Vanessa Gillis  
Felix Golledge-Ostmeier  
Sarah Heo  
Cosmo Hinsman  
Soju Hoki  
Meghan Horn  
Kenji Ignatius  
Ryan Keating  
Sean Keating  
Maya Kim  
Jacob Koscho  
Alejandro McClain  
Charlie McKrola  
Ruby McKrola  
Nathaniel Mason  
Jacob Metzler  
Isabelle Morgan  
Sophia Morgan  
Connor Mowery  
Reina Nagata  
Miranda Newman  
Sophie Pierce  
Karlie Roberts  
Rhett Roberts  
Nathan Ross  
Amelie Salter  
Elin Schlichting-Robinson  
Kalli Schoening  
Nathan Shepherd  
Emma Shortt  
Katie Siegfried  
Franny Stevens  
Riley Strode  
Serena Strode  
Evan Thompson  
Grace Thornton  
Blayne Umberger  
Joseph Wagner  
Melissa Wang  
Mica Wang  
Abby Ward  
Andrew Watts  
Nicholas Watts  

Cello
Kellen Frazier  
Gaby Garant  
Colton Iredale  
Daviel Michels  
Ben Pierce  
Leopold Reeves  
Caroline Robinson  
Aaron Schoening  
Zoe Shepherd  
Mark Shum  

Instructors
Anahid Bertrand  
Heather Figi  
Kristen Harris  
Melissa Jordan  
Lauralie Kallinen  
Talia Lindsay  
Mandi Murray  
Emily Pfeifer  
Kate Rogers  
Clark Spencer